
Kei Farm Playtainer Delivery Report – 23/24 June 2020 
 

Everything the same, yet nothing the same. With the new Covid -19 reality dominating ordinary life, small groups of masked villagers gathered to wait patiently in the late 
afternoon sun anxiously watching it dip towards the horizon, and breathing a collective sigh of relief when the first of three delivery trucks rumbled into view over the 
undulating hills of the southern Wild Coast. The long held dreams of decent, respectful Early Childhood Development Infrastructure for the children of this community 
edging closer to becoming a reality as the first truck is soon followed by the second and third. 
 
 

              
The first truck Followed by the second and the third Entering the village  

                
Evening chores of collecting water forgotten                      Amazement and joy muted behind masks     Urgency now to drop the containers before dark 



 
 

              
Cranes in place   The containers are placed on the footings                                 The race against the fading daylight is on 
 

                                  
    Mesmerised by the wonder of it all The Principal is overcome by emotion  
 
As the last light fades it is agreed to continue with the opening up of the Containers in the morning, and, with the new Playtainer and ECDC now resting on their footings, 
everyone departs. 
Bright and early the following morning the Principal, her ECD Committee and a few Elders in the community are back, the broader community having been asked to respect 
the need for social distancing and very limited numbers as the hospital in the town nearest the villages had to close due to Covid.  Masks duly donned and a with young lad 
tasked with sanitising everyone's hands at frequent intervals, the meeting proceeded. First a heartfelt prayer of thanks for this wonderful gift from Bright Kid Foundation, 



made possible by the Zoe Carrs Trust, followed by a number of equally impassioned speeches of appreciation and pledges of renewed and re-energised support for the ECD 
Practitioner and the ECDC. The ECD Principal, speaking last, broke down as she shared how she was in a place of complete and utter despair and hopelessness after 15 years 
of trying of offer ECD and on the point of giving up completely when the good news of this gift came. Her gratitude for this new beginning bringing fresh hope, commitment 
and zeal to not only herself but the whole ECD team. As a group they reiterated their collective pledge to work together  to do all they can to give their children a bright 
future. With the unlocking of each container to reveal its contents and future use their marvel at the magnitude of this generous gift knew no bounds. Young children 
surprised by the joy and exuberance of their elders joined in.  
 

              
Socially distant gathering Actively hand sanitising Gratitude expressed 
 



     
More gratitude Pledges of support being made  Awed by the Service Centre kitchen 

                
Visioning the future Discussing support Emotions overflowing 
 



                                
Children admiring the artwork on the container while their caregivers say a final prayer of thanks           the Principal standing proudly next to the Bright Kid logo 
 
After this joyous round of opening up and admiring the inside of the different units a final prayer was said and suddenly it was back to the current reality - Covid Lockdown 
Level 3. The ECDC locked up and the now impatient wait for permission to open the ECD service and move into these inviting new premises, begun.  
Fioni Murray 


